Weighing & Electronic
Identification
Leading edge, robust and simple to use stock weighing, data
collection and EID systems.

Gallagher - A Family
Business
Since the 1930’s Gallagher’s animal control systems
have been developed by farmers for farmers. Today
Gallagher is still owned by the Gallagher family. Our
products are known in over 100 countries worldwide
and are trusted to deliver superior performance,
reliability and value for money that generations of
farmers have always associated with Gallagher.
Our knowledge of the Australian agricultural industry
has lead Gallagher Australia to distribute products that
are specifically suited to the often harsh and varied
conditions of our landscape.
To buy Gallagher equipment is to buy a complete
package of product, on farm support and service. The
Gallagher range of electric fencing and weigh systems
is available through a network of more than 1500
resellers nationally in both the rural and metropolitan
markets.
Our Territory Managers are the vital link between the
reseller and the farmer; they may drive thousands of
kilometres to ensure that dealers have the latest stock,
information and selling aids. Our Territory Managers
have extensive knowledge and provide one on one
support, whether it’s on farm, at a product
demonstration or at a local field day.
Historically, Gallagher’s core line was Electric Fencing
for both stock and horses; we expanded our product
portfolio in 1996 with the introduction of weigh
systems. From the very beginning, innovative product
developments and design have made Gallagher the
market leader within this field. It now includes a
comprehensive range of weigh systems, NLIS Readers,
stock handling equipment and animal management
software, to assist the farmer from the ground level in
developing their business profitability and
performance.

www.gallagher.com.au
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“A global reputation for innovative
design and reliable quality –
Gallagher, Trusted Worldwide.”
Weighing and EID Systems
A Gallagher weighing & EID system offers a
unique, integrated weighing and electronic
identification (EID) system which enables
you to monitor the performance of your
animals. It provides:
•

•
•

•
•

Fully integrated, complete range of
product with strong back up and 		
support - Gallagher offers you a one
stop shop solution
Accurate weighing data to allow for
well-informed management decisions
The ability to identify and record
information for individual animals 		
through scanning EID tags
Custom designed software to analyse
animal performance data
On farm service for system selection,
training and installation advice

At a glance
Reliability
Gallagher have provided farmers
with innovative, quality products
that enhance efficiency and
profitability for over 70 years

Innovation
Our products are designed and
tested with the expertise of our
large research and development
team and the input of farmers

The complete system
Gallagher provide the total
package of quality animal
management systems products,
advice, training, support, and full
servicing options
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Weighing and EID
Systems

Why weigh?

What is Electronic Identification (EID)?

Today’s leading farmers recognise that live
animal weighing is an essential part of
effective farm management. Wellinformed management decisions come
from animal weight data that is easily
obtained and accurate.

Electronic Identification (EID) is the
technology by which individual animals
are identified and traced by a unique
identifying number stored on an electronic
ear tag.
In addition to providing a means for
compliance with traceability legislation
active in many countries, EID provides
major advantages that can be captured at
an individual farm operation level.
EID provides accessible, accurate
information on individual animals, giving
farmers the means to manage and track
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the number and performance of these
animals, and to automate or semiautomate many animal management and
handling tasks.

For more information
contact your local Gallagher
dealer or your Gallagher
Territory Manager or visit
www.gallagher.com.au

Benefits of
Weighing and EID
A Gallagher system allows farmers to:
•

Measure feed conversion to maximise yield by monitoring

•

Electronic identification compatible weighing and data

weight gain over time

collectors (Gallagher W610, W810 and SmartTSi) enable

•

Monitor animal health

accurate data on individual animals, helping you to maximise

•

Confirm animal weights prior to mating

the performance of the livestock on your farm

•

Determine weaning weights

•

Accurately track the number of animals on hand

Office) allows for efficient collection of animal information

•

Select animals by weight for sale and slaughter

such as health treatments and vaccinations

•

Evaluate breeding performance for genetic selection

•

•

An EID system used with livestock software (such as APS

Maximise the benefits of having animals fitted with electronic
ear tags

Gallagher Technology
Gallagher offers you a complete animal management system to help you monitor and maximize the performance of your animals and
extract more profit from your farm. The Gallagher range of readers, weigh scales, loadbars and accessories are fully compatible offering a
wide range of capability and a system that will match your farm’s requirements. Gallagher weighing and EID products are distinguished in
the market by their advanced features and tough, farm ready design.

SmartTSi

Weigh Scales

Featuring the very latest in Gallagher
Animal Performance technology, the
SmartTSi is a unique touch screen weigh
scale, computer and animal management
system which allows you to instantly
record and access data on individual
animals and groups of animals.

Gallagher weigh scales and data collectors
range from a basic 210 model for entry
level automatic weighing, up to the 810
model for advanced EID compatible
weighing and data collection. Tough,
reliable and accurate - a Gallagher Weigh
Scale is an integral component of your
weighing system.

Reader
The Gallagher SmartReader range includes
fixed in place permanent and portable tag
reading options, all with full ISO tag
compatibility. The SmartReader BR or R
series permanent EID reader is fixed in
place for hands free reading and is the
best choice for animal identification at a
fixed location, such as a weigh crate or in a
race. The SmartReader HR3 is light and
easy to use - perfect for portable
applications for use at different sites.
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TSi
Suited to multiple enterprises with customisable recording the SmartTSi is specifically designed for life on the
farm. Tough farm ready design for all-weather use and simple easy-to-use touch screen technology. Real time
access to all farm records anywhere, anytime, for efficient management decisions, whether it is in the yard, in the
office or out on farm.

Rugged Exterior
Tough farm ready design for
all-weather use

Simple Recording and Retrieval
Animal Performance Systems
software (APS Yard), allows collection
of comprehensive data and retrieval
of information at the touch of a
button, while in the yard

Intuitive Software
Supplied with award-winning Animal
Performance Systems Software (APS
Office), for analysis and
reporting purposes

Significant Memory Capacity
Entire life history of all animals
stored for on-farm viewing

Touch Screen

SmartTSi pictured.
Dimensions: 280mm (h) x 350mm (w)

Full colour outdoor readable touch
screen with large touch buttons

Bluetooth
Communication

Loudspeaker

Internal Battery

Audio Out
Power
USB Ports

RS232 Ports

Loadbar Connectors

Exceptional Connectivity
Full integration with loadbars, EID readers,
auto drafters and other management
software

SmartTSi
(G01900)

LIVESTOCK AND FARM MANAGER
ADDITIONAL FEATURES INCLUDE:

•
•
•

•
•
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Animal weighing and data collection system enabling improved
livestock management and performance
Provides immediate access to detailed animal information,
anywhere, at anytime – in the yard or office, or on the farm
Award-winning Animal Performance Systems Software (APS) software
with yard mode and office mode interface:
•   APS Yard is intuitive, simple to use and touch operated for rapid
recording and retrieval of information on individual animals or 		
groups of animals
•  APS Office allows comprehensive analysis and reporting
of animal information collected previously in yards or 			
on farm, and can be used on either the SmartTSi or Windows PC
Access individual animal or herd information display screens at the
touch of a button, while in the yard
Comprehensive drafting capability. Draft by weight, EID number or any
other user-defined rule

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1024 MB memory allows storage capacity for at least 100,000 animals
Bluetooth wireless connection for EID readers and drafters
Integrated weigh scale, computer and animal management system,
enabling improved livestock management and performance
Full integration with loadbars, EID readers, automatic drafter and other
animal management software
Internal lithium ion battery provides up to 8 hours continuous use
Bluetooth, RS232 serial and USB ports provided as standard
Easily customise weighing and data recording sessions to automatically
collect specific animal ID, traits, activities, notes and life data
Record observations or future actions required for specific animals such
as withholding periods and unlimited notes per animal
A platform for continued Gallagher software innovation and integration
with other products
Pedigree chart creation and printing - Create pedigree charts back to
great grandparents for display and/or printing

SmartTSi Testimonials
Jock Menzies -

Turns off 75 head of cattle a fortnight to Woolworths

“Conningdale”, Armidale, NSW
“The first time I saw Dave Clothier [of Gallagher] with a
SmartTSi at a field day, I said, ‘that’s what I’ve been looking
for forever’. “
“In the past, we’ve had problems meeting our specifications to
Woolworths, because if you are even just a kilo over, you miss
out on the grid.

The SmartReader and SmartTSi allow us to identify the
best-performing animals … and keep track of all animal
health on each individual. We find that invaluable for
management and quality control.
I don’t have time to be sitting around at a desk. When you
derive your income from the paddock, you don’t want to be
sitting in front of a computer all night and day.”

Warren Russell -

Runs 2,500 Merinos, including 600 stud ewes

“Melrose”, South of Horsham, Victoria
“We use the Gallagher hardware and software for ease of data
collection, to reduce errors, allow greater accuracy and ease of
doing jobs. It removes a huge amount of human error: just in
fleece weighing, you’ve taken away 3 or 4 opportunities to make
a mistake.
It’s also allowed us to reduce labour: we only need 2 people, not
4, now for sheep classing adding information — such as joining
details — via a touch-screen right in front of you, is just
much simpler.

The advantage of having all that information is that it
allows us to see an animal’s performance over various
traits and be able to assess its effect on our business
bottom line.
Another great aspect with the Gallagher software is that it is very
easy to import and export data [which we do with TopStud].
As part of Melrose’s breeding philosophy of balance in all areas,
our family believes in using every tool available to breed the best
fine-wool Merinos we possibly can. The Gallagher SmartTSi has
facilitated quick and accurate data recording and management.
It’s a terrific tool in animal management.”
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Weighing and Data Collectors
A Gallagher Weigh Scale Indicator provides today’s performance conscious farmer with an
innovative weighing system that is not only tough, reliable and accurate but also very simple to use.
Backlit Display Screen
Large, easy to read display screen. Backlit
for use in sheds. (W610 and W810 only)

Internal Battery
Internal rechargeable battery with charge
indicator and low voltage shutdown.

Large Labelled Push Buttons
• Manual weigh button
Graphics Screen

• Zero button

Graphics screen for display of weighing
statistics and individual animal data.
(W810 screen shown.)

• Delete button

Connectivity
Bluetooth wireless connection for EID
readers and drafters (W810 only)

Rotary Dial
Large, easy to use rotary dial providing
easy access to multiple weighing modes.

Clam Shell Design
Tough shock and waterproof case. For
operation in yard or on your desk. Provides
extra protection and easy carrying.

QWERTY Keyboard
Use your keyboard option for data entry.  Tactile
keys on keyboard ‘domes’. (W810 keyboard shown.)

235mm

215mm

Weigh Scale and Data Recorder W810
(G01805) (W810 pictured above)

ADVANCED EID COMPATIBLE WEIGH DATA COLLECTOR
ADDITIONAL FEATURES INCLUDE:

•
•
•
•
•
•
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Animal notes stored with each weighing record
Define your own animal traits and activities
Connect to automated drafters and draft up to 9 ways by EID
number, weight and list
Draft statistics displayed while weighing for animal audit
Draft category stored with animal record for later analysis
Multiple trait sessions for flexible data collection, faster
weighing and weight gain display

•
•
•
•
•

Edit records on screen during weighing session
Assign up to 15 digit visual tag number against weight
records and EID number
Stores 21,000 animals and 60,000 records
Bluetooth wireless connection for EID readers and drafters
Backlit screen for use in sheds.

Weigh Scale Indicator W610

Weigh Scale Indicator W310

(G01605)

(G01305)

ENTRY LEVEL EID WEIGH SCALE

ENTRY LEVEL WEIGH SCALE
WITH ADDITIONAL FEATURES

ADDITIONAL FEATURES INCLUDE:

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ADDITIONAL FEATURES INCLUDE:

Second LCD screen for data display and statistics
Backlit screen for use in sheds
View weight gain, graphical displays and other options on
graphics screen
Direct interface to EID tag reader
QWERTY keyboard for alphanumeric IDs
Supplied with MyScale Pro PC software for easy download of
records from, and upload of records to, the Weigh
Scale Indicator
Calculates average daily weight gain and carcass weight
Stores 15 digit tag numbers
2 digit condition scores
Assigns visual tag number against EID tag number
Automated drafter interface to control 5-way drafting
2 communication ports for connection to computer and
peripheral devices, such as animal drafters and EID tag readers
Stores 12,000 animals and 12,000 records.
Bluetooth capable

Features Comparison

W210

•
•
•
•

Weighing and drafting statistics displayed continuously during the
weighing session
Bold ‘low ‘and ‘high’ display for rapid 2 way drafting
Capability to send weights directly to computer whilst weighing
Printer options available for providing hard copy weigh results
whilst weighing session is in progress

Weigh Scale Indicator W210
(G01205)

ENTRY LEVEL WEIGH SCALE
FEATURES INCLUDE:

•
•
•
•
•

Locks onto animals weight regardless of movement
Tough shock and  waterproof case
Three weighing modes for quick and easy weighing
Internal rechargeable battery
Compatible with most weigh bars

W310

W610

W810

Mains battery charger supplied

•

•

•

•

12 volt battery leads

•

•

•

•

Computer interface

•

•

•

Printer interface

•

Visual tag ID length (number of characters)
MyScale Pro computer software
On-screen drafting statistics

•

•

•

15

15

•

•

•

•

Individual weight recording

•

•

Tag number recording

•

•

Condition score recording

•

•

Trait fields (i.e. blood groups, genetics etc)

•

Multiple trait tables

•

Liveweight drafting

•

•

•

Automatic drafting interface

•

•

Drafting statistics recorded

•

•

5 way

9 way

Draft/sort by weight

2 way

Data editing

•

Electronic ID input

•

•

.
.
                    • .

•

•

•

Cross reference table capacity

12000

21000

Max number of weigh records

12000

60000

•

•

•

•

Alpha numeric recording
Weight gain displayed
Carcass weight displayed
Cross reference visual tag with EID number

Compatible with other loadbar systems
Individual animal notes

•

•

•
•
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Heavy Duty Weigh Feet Kit
The Gallagher Heavy Duty Weigh Feet Kit is a tough, stainless steel loadcell system designed for heavy duty
weighing applications. This unique design offers an alternative weigh system option for cattle handlers and
irregular shaped platforms. The kit includes four weigh feet for placement in each corner ensuring accurate
weight reads. Each weigh foot can be easily dismantled for loadcells to be replaced on site, preventing delays
and stress during critical livestock handling sessions.

High Accuracy Loadcells
Corner to corner accurate reads for
superior weighing performance

Easy to Replace Loadcells
Self-servicing design allows
for on-site maintenance

High Capacity Design
To give significant
overload protection

Vermin Proof
Rodent and crush
protectors on loadcell
and loadbar cables

Easy Installation
Robust
All critical parts stainless
steel for long life

Offset holes in bottom mounting
plate for drilling concrete while
handler is in place

Heavy Duty Weigh Feet Kit
(G05420 )
INCLUDED:

Four stainless steel weigh feet
Extra loadcell supplied as a spare
Prewired waterproof junction box
FEATURES:

•

Tough, stainless steel Weigh Feet for easy mounting under cattle handlers and custom platforms

•

5000kg weighing capacity

•

Fast and easy loadcell replacement without major lifting, preventing delays during critical livestock handling sessions

•

High accuracy corner to corner performance for demanding weighing requirements

•

Extra loadcell supplied in kit as a spare
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Loadbars

Loadbars

Heavy Duty Loadbars

Super Heavy Duty Loadbars

(G06000/G06100)

(G06300)

(G06400)

FEATURES INCLUDE:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2000kg weighing capacity in
600mm and 1000mm lengths
Tough rugged galvanized steel loadbars
Slotted top mounting holes to fit all sizes  
of platforms
6 metre long, tough polyurethane   loadbar
cables
Leads with spring steel protectors
Fitted with high quality, moisture           
proof connectors
Fully waterproof
No rubber mounts or moving parts that
can wear out

FEATURES INCLUDE:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3500kg weighing capacity in            
1000mm length
Tough rugged galvanized steel loadbars
6 metre long, tough polyurethane    
loadbar cables
Fitted with high quality, moisture          
proof connectors
Fully waterproof
No rubber mounts or moving parts that
can wear out
Leads with spring steel protectors

FEATURES INCLUDE:

•

4500kg weighing capacity in             
1000mm length
Tough rugged steel loadbars
6 metre long, tough polyurethane     
loadbar cables
Fitted with high quality, moisture            
proof connectors
Fully waterproof
No rubber mounts or moving parts that    
can wear out

•
•
•
•
•

Weighing Accessories

6 metre Loadbar Extension Cables
PRODUCT VARIATIONS:

•
•

2000kg Loadbar (G05000)
3500/4500kg Loadbar (G05100)

Suspension Load Cells

G05500 – 250kg capacity / G05501 – 500kg capacity
FEATURES INCLUDE:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Replaces mechanical scale for hanging crates
Compact sturdy design
No rubber to delaminate or rot
Spiral spring metal reinforced cable
High quality moisture proof connectors
Suitable for the kangaroo meat industry
Attach to a basket to weigh fleece or produce
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Platforms

Aluminium Platform

Split Aluminium Platform

(SG05800)

(SG05799)

FEATURES INCLUDE:

•

FEATURES INCLUDE:

A high-strength platform designed to fit standard 2000kg      
Gallagher loadbars
Suitable for weighing up to 2000kg loads
Combine strength and portability to reduce the time and hassle
involved in setting up weighing sessions
Dimensions: 2400mm (l) x 700mm (w). Platform weighs 33kg
2 year guarantee

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Steel Platform

Rubber Lined Platform

(SG05801)

(SG05805)
FEATURES INCLUDE:

FEATURES INCLUDE:

•
•
•
•

Hot dip galvanised steel cattle platform
Suitable for weighing up to 2000kg loads
Dimensions: 2200mm (l) x 650mm (w). Platform weighs 80kg
2 year guarantee

Horse Platform
(SG5802)
FEATURES INCLUDE:

•
•
•
•
•
•

A lightweight, high-strength platform designed to fit standard
2000kg Gallagher loadbars
Suitable for weighing up to 2000kg loads
Combine strength and portability to reduce the time and hassle
involved in weighing sessions
Dimensions: 2200mm (l) x 650mm (w). Platform weighs 25kg
Split panel enables easy transportation
2 year guarantee

A high-strength horse platform designed to fit standard 2000kg
Gallagher loadbars
Suitable for weighing up to 2000kg loads
Rubber lined for quiet operation and increased traction
Soft and smooth footing for horses
Dimensions: 2400mm (l) x 1000mm (w). Platform weighs 75kg
2 year guarantee
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•
•
•
•
•
•

A high-strength platform designed to fit standard 2000kg Gallagher
loadbars
Suitable for weighing up to 2000kg loads
Rubber lined for quiet operation and increased traction
Soft and smooth footing
Dimensions: 2200mm (l) x 650mm (w). Platform weighs 52kg
2 year guarantee

Permanent EID Readers

BR600

BR1300

Reader BR Series

BR600 (G03111/G03121) BR1300 (G03111/G03112)

R600

Reader R Series

R600 (G03113/G03121) R1300 (G03113/G03112)

FEATURES INCLUDE:

FEATURES INCLUDE:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•  

Battery powered panel reader for livestock identification
Internal rechargeable battery
Easy to read battery charge indicator
Internal memory stores 20,000 tags
Automatic antenna tuning
Tag counter display screen records number of animals scanned
Use with 600mm panel for constrained weighing of sheep or cattle in crate,
or 1300mm panel for dairy or other walk past identification applications
Move electronic controller from one antenna to another
Plug reader into weigh scale for scanning and weighing
Bluetooth communications to weigh scale
Download stored records to the computer (software included)

Portable EID Reader
Reader HR3
(G03301)

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

Half duplex (HDX) and full duplex (FDX-B) ISO compliant
Create new sessions on reader to group tag reads from
different pens of animals
Internal memory for 5,000 tags for later download to computer
Last tag scanned is displayed at power up
Graphic display module shows:
•  Number of tags read in current session
•  Total number of tag numbers stored in memory
•  Unique EID number of last tag read
•  Battery charge level
•  Reader in record data or transfer data mode
MyScale Pro software to download files and store sessions on computer
Compatible with Gallagher Weigh Scales (models W610, W810),
SmartTSi and other brands of EID capable weighing and data collectors
Built in Bluetooth communications for sending tag numbers to the
other storage devices

Panel reader for livestock identification
Requires external 12V power source
Automatic antenna tuning
Use with 600mm panel for constrained weighing of
sheep or cattle in crate, or 1300mm for dairy or other
walk past identification applications
Plug reader into weigh scale for scanning and weighing
Move electronic controller from one antenna to another
Bluetooth communications to weigh scale

Barcoding Equipment
QuickScan Barcode Scanner
(SG3910)

FEATURES INCLUDE:

•
•

R1300

FEATURES INCLUDE:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Quick and easy to scan
Hand held
Able to read barcodes even in
bright conditions
Lightweight and ergonomic
Plastic enclosure guards against
liquid and dust infiltration
Low power consumption
Rubber shield designed to cushion
scanner from drops and also protects
scan window from scratching

Barcode Printer
(SG3900, RW220)
FEATURES INCLUDE:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Optional Bluetooth and
wireless connectivity
Standard USB and Serial interfaces
Smart battery management for
longer battery life
Angled 4 button LCD display
Rugged, scratch resistant casing
and construction
Can endure extreme temperatures
Compact and lightweight
Can be worn on a belt, carried over
the shoulder or mounted in a vehicle
with complete ease
4MB Flash memory and 8MB of RAM
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Sheep Auto Drafter
The Sheep Auto Drafter is a fully automated weighing and drafting system that is smoother,
quieter and easier to set up and operate than any other sheep drafting product on the market.
The Sheep Auto Drafter includes the weigh crate, integrated load cells, integrated control module
with remote control and three way draft module.
Three Way Drafter

EID Ready

Modular design makes for
easy attachment

Compatible with Gallagher
EID tag reader controllers.
(Reader not included)

Compatibility
Compatible with Gallagher and most other
weigh scales on the market. (Weigh scale
not included)

Indestructable

Faster Flow

Composite Material
withstands repeated
sheep impact

Short travel split gates for
rapid capture and release
at entry and exit

Electronic Ear Tag Compatibility
Built in antennas for reliable read

Remote Control Operation

Flexible

Highly Visible Control Panel

Unit can be controlled by    
one operator

Adjustable sides for small
lambs to the largest rams

Includes emergency stop
button, auto manual status
and fault lamp

Sheep Auto Drafter
(G05714)
ADDITIONAL FEATURES INCLUDE:

•

Automatic operation – entry gate controlled by machine, drafting

•

at entry and exit

becomes a one person operation
•

Very quiet both electronically and audibly – handles EID well and

•

Sheep friendly design – high stock throughput

•

Portable lightweight and easily transportable

•

Indestructible – composite material withstand repeated
sheep impact

•

Integrated control – plug in air, power, indicator and weigh scale
and the system is ready to go

•

Improved health and safety for sheep and operator – no trapping
points or metal bars to walk into
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Extended life – integrated stainless steel load cells for extend
product life

sheep are not frightened
•

Faster flow – short travel split gates for rapid capture and release

•

Flexible – adjustable sides to handle small lambs to the
largest rams

•

Optional Accessory:
G05730 Optional Lead Up Race

Testimonial
“For us, not only are there the
time savings, but we know
the weights of the animal
before we sell. That’s a big
thing because we’re not
guessing; you would be there
for weeks doing what we are
doing without the Auto
Drafter. It cuts out a lot of
labour. We draft all our lambs
into flocks of their weight, so
we know we’re say a fortnight
away with that lot, three
weeks with another.”
Jason Watling, Manager
Cuthbertson Bros, Tasmania
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Sheep Handler Range
The new range of sheep handlers by Gallagher offers a handling option to suit all operations.
Robust, intelligent and built farm tough, the new range is designed to make sheep handling easier
and more efficient. Constructed from galvanised steel and compatible with weighing and electronic
identification equipment, the Gallagher Sheep Handler range gives a comprehensive solution for
Australian producers.
Choose Clamping Position

Easy access for head work

Adjust the position of the
magic eye sensor to suit
required access of animal

Control box

Remote Control Operation

For managing entire drafting
and handling process

To use when away from
the control box

Rollover clamp includes
a head flap

Quick and Efficient Drafting
Ramp Clamp

3 way automatic gates

Accurate Weigh Platform

Easy Crutching and Dagging Access

Heavy duty stainless
steel loadcells included

Rollover clamp operated via an air
switch, allows for safe and easy
access to belly and feet

Holds next animal in place
until ready for processing

Protective Rubber Lining
Runways and clamps rubber
lined for safety and comfort

Sheep Handler - Auto Weigh, Crutch and Dag
(SG05794)

The Auto Weigh, Crutch and Dag Sheep Handler is designed to save farmers time, money and back-breaking work. An innovative top clamp secures
the sheep allowing it to be rolled onto its side for crutching and dagging and the belly crutch mechanism allows for a full belly crutch. When used
with a Weigh Scale, automatic weighing and 3 way drafting ensures fast and efficient sheep throughput.
FEATURES INCLUDE:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Air controlled
Rolls sheep on their side for dagging and crutching throughput between 80-150 sheep per hour
Automatic weighing and 3 way drafting – throughput
between 500-800 sheep per hour
Rubber lined floor and sides
Adjustable entry ramp
Entry shut off gate
Overhead clamp
Rollover function for open access to feet and belly
Remote control included
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OPTIONAL EXTRA:

•

Transportation Kit SG05795

Sheep Handler – Auto Weigh
(SG05793)

The Auto Weigh Sheep Handler gives fast and accurate weighing and drafting using the innovative top clamping system and enables crutching
while the sheep is secured in an upright position.
FEATURES INCLUDE:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Air controlled
Automatic weighing and 3 way drafting - throughput
between 500-800 sheep per hour
Rubber lined floor and sides
Adjustable entry ramp
Entry shut off gate
Overhead clamp
Open access to feet and belly
Remote control included
Dagging access from rear of handler

OPTIONAL EXTRA:

•

Transportation Kit SG05790

Sheep Handler – Crutch and Dag (Auto Catch)
(SG05976)

Sheep Handler – Crutch and Dag (Manual Catch)
(SG05792)

The Crutch and Dag Sheep Handler is the ideal product for effective dagging and crutching. The innovative top clamping system secures the
sheep, allowing it to be rolled on its side for full access for crutching and dagging. The belly crutch mechanism allows for a full belly crutch.

FEATURES INCLUDE:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Air controlled
Rolls sheep on their side for dagging and
crutching- throughput between 80-150 sheep per hour
Rubber lined floor and sides
Adjustable entry ramp
Entry shut off gate
Overhead clamp
Open access to feet and belly

OPTIONAL EXTRA:

•

Transportation Kit SG05791
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Manual Sheep Crates

Sheep Crate - Manual Weigh and 3 Way Draft
(SG05798)

Sheep Crate - Manual Weigh
(SG05797)

Lightweight and made from alloy, the Manual Weigh Sheep Crate comes as standard or with a 3 way drafting mechanism
FEATURES INCLUDE:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Dimensions - 1310mm long x 690mm Wide x 1120mm
Easy drafting via sliding gates and plastic grip handles
Adjustable interior wall to adjust for small lambs to large rams
Lightweight construction (37kg) and compact design allows for easy transportation on trailer or back of ute
Adjustable utility bar designed to hold weighscale at users eye level
Drain holes on base for easy cleaning
Mesh wall panelling for easy viewing and to allow light into the crate
In-built loadbar moulds under base of crate

On Farm Service

“World leading products, backed up with comprehensive on-farm
support – it’s no wonder Australian farmers trust Gallagher.”
Gallagher Territory Manager Service offers:
• Customised specification of your weighing, data collecting and electronic identification system
• Review and evaluation of weighing and handling facilities for sheep, cattle, deer or dairy cows
• Training on how to maximise the benefits from your Weighing & EID Systems, long term
• Assistance with the selection of your energizer and earthing
• Fence system layout and design for effective stock control and grazing management
• Training on how to maximise the long-term benefits from your Gallagher electric fence systems
• Back up support and repairs
• 30 day money back guarantee

Expert service and
support when you
need it
The On Farm team helps
you to get the best out of
Gallagher’s latest
technologies and farm
management solutions to
increase profitability,
efficiency and extract more
value from your farm

Visit www.gallagher.com.au for more information on the Territory Manager service or phone 1800 GALLAGHER
Many of Gallagher’s Territory Manager services are provided at no charge, with the purchase of Gallagher Animal Management product. However, some
support and installation fees may apply. Also ask about our extended warranty and service contracts. Contact Gallagher for a quote today.

www.gallagher.com.au 1800 GALLAGHER
14 Somerton Park Dr
Campbellfield, Victoria 3061
P: 03 9308 7722
F: 1800 337 949
Email: sales@gallagher.com.au

Tech Support and Repairs
14 Somerton Park Drive, Campbellfield 3061
Phone : 03 9303 1020 or 03 9303 1027
Email: repairs@gallagher.com.au

Whilst every effort has been made to ensure accuracy, neither Gallagher Group Ltd nor any employee of the company, shall be liable on any ground whatsoever to any party
in respect of decisions or actions they may make as a result of using this information. Gallagher reserves the right to make changes without notice to any product specification to
improve reliability, function or design. E & OE. Gallagher and Power Fence are registered trademarks of Gallagher Group Ltd. Printed in Australia.
Copyright © Gallagher Ltd 2012. All rights reserved.
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